SELECTION, PROCESS & BULK PACKAGING

The products that we receive should have grown, been handled and harvested respecting the
cultures and their surroundings. Organic farming practices encompasse : soil and weed
sustainable management, nutrient origin, pest control alternatives, non-genetic modified
crops and so on.
We strive to source only wildcrafters and growers who respect natural cycles, who cultivate
natural crops, who ban harmful herbicides, pesticides and chemicals and so on.
150 of our plants, herbs, spices and botanicals have successfully complied with the strict EUEco-Regulations N°834, 1235, 889/2008, being certified as ORGANIC.

Our newly facility in North Chemillé, designed to streamline these processes and better follow
quality control‘s best practices, was built in 2015.

When receiving a lot, we check the product in many aspects: its identity, its look, its
fragrances, its certifications...
Does this lot match the approved pre-ship sample?
These verifications are registered in the Quality Control Reception Sheet.
If the lot is approved, it is then bar-coded and stored in a warehouse storage rack.
Bar-coding our inventory enable us to improve order-processing, shipping accuracy and
traceability.

We strive to estimate the appropriate stock levels so as to ensure fast turnaround as well as
customers' anticipated needs.

CAILLEAU HERBS propose our clients natural products as a whole and processed : re-cleaning,
sifting, calibration mesh-sizing, cutting to size, custom grinding.

The cutting machines that we use enable us to obtain a homogeneous product cut down to
the desired size.

Once being cut, the obtained product passes through our sieves in order to entirely get rid of
dust and to improve the product homogeneity on size and density.
The ZigZag sifter that we use enable us to sort the plant from foreign substances or
unwanted parts.
The shredder that we use grinds into powder (of 0.01 inch).
Our machines are cleaned before each new entry to avoid cross-contamination.
We bulk pack and ship on demand, with our label or yours, using biodegradable boxes and
bags.

